Abstract. In this paper we generalize the recently introduced concept of fair measure (M. Misiurewicz and A. Rodrigues, Counting preimages. Ergod. Th. & Dynam. Sys. 38 (2018Sys. 38 ( ), no. 5, 1837Sys. 38 ( -1856. We study transitive countable state Markov shift maps and extend our results to a particular class of interval maps, Markov and mixing interval maps. Finally, we move beyond the interval and look for fair measures for graph maps.
Introduction
Computing the topological entropy of a one-dimensional dynamical system is in general a very difficult task. Motivated by this problem, in [7] , the entropy was computed following backward trajectories in a way that at each step every preimage can be chosen with equal probability introducing a new concept of entropy, the fair entropy. Fair entropy gives a lower bound for topological entropy and is simple to compute.
As in [7] let us denote by c(x) the cardinality of the set f −1 (x). We start with a point x 0 and proceed by induction. Given x n , we choose x n+1 from the set f −1 (x n ) randomly, that is, the probability of choosing any of these points is 1/c(x n ). Then we go to the limit with the geometric averages of c(x 0 ), c(x 1 ), . . . , c(x n ) as n goes to infinity.
Also in [7] , convergence of the geometric averages of c(x 0 ), c(x 1 ), . . . , c(x n ) as n goes to infinity for a random choice of the backward trajectory as well as convergence of the measures equidistributed along longer and longer pieces of a random backward trajectory were investigated. Indeed, these questions were answered for some special classes of maps, namely, transitive subshifts of finite type and piecewise monotone (with a finite number of pieces) topologically mixing interval maps.
In this paper we define fair measures in a broad setting, flexible enough to handle noncompact spaces and discontinuous maps.
Let us state our main definition. Let (X, F) be a measurable space and f : X → X a surjection. Assume that X admits a countable measurable partition X = {X i } We define another countable measurable partition A as the common refinement of the partitions {f (X i ), X \ f (X i )}, i = 1, 2, . . .. Thus, if a set B is a subset of an element of A (in symbols, B ≺ A), then we know which branches of f −1 are defined on B. We write p(B) = {i; B ⊂ f (X i )} to identify those branches and c(B) = #p(B) to count how many there are. A singleton {x} is always contained in an element of A and we write simply c(x) for the number of preimages of x. This number is always positive since f is surjective, but may be infinite. Now we define a fair measure as a special kind of invariant measure for which the measure of a set is divided equally among the pieces of its preimage. , for all i ∈ p(B).
By a simple common refinement argument, the definition of a fair measure does not depend on the choice of the partition X .
With our definition we are able to study the behaviour of a random backward trajectory for transitive countable state Markov shift maps. We then extend the results from shift maps to maps on the interval. To do this, we introduce the notion of isomorphism modulo countable invariant sets and we then study Markov and mixing interval maps. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide some more definitions and describe the general setting. In Section 3 we discuss random backward trajectories for transitive countable state Markov shift maps and in Section 5 we introduce the main tool that will allow us to extend our results to countably Markov and mixing interval maps in Section 6. We finally introduce Lebesgue fair models in Section 7 and in Section 8 we look for fair measures on graph maps.
General Case
In this section we study some properties of fair measures. Immediately from our Definition 1.1 we get the following properties of a fair measure. (c) µ({x ∈ X; #f −n (x) = ∞ for some n ∈ N}) = 0.
Proof. For B ≺ A we use invariance of the measure to write µ(B) = µ(X i ∩f −1 (B)) where the sum extends over all i ∈ p(B). By (1.1) each summand is zero. This proves (a).
By cutting up a given measurable set B into pieces, we may assume that B ≺ X and f (B) ≺ A. If B ⊂ X i , then B = X i ∩ f −1 (f (B)). Then by (1.1), µ(f (B)) = c(f (B)) · µ(B), which is zero if c(f (B)) is finite. But if c(f (B)) is infinite, then µ(f (B)) = 0 by (a). This completes the proof of (b).
To prove (c) note that this set can be written as the union of the sets f n (A) where A ∈ A, c(A) = ∞, and n ≥ 0. By (a) if c(A) = ∞, then µ(A) = 0. Now the result follows from (b).
Thus for maps like the Gauss map, where every point has countably many preimages, we have no hope of finding a fair measure. In the search for fair measures, we must focus our attention on the part of the space where the cardinalities of preimage sets are finite.
In [7] if a system (X, f ) has a unique fair measure, then the measure-theoretic entropy of that measure is referred to as the fair entropy of the system. For systems with more than one fair measure, we generalize that definition as follows: Definition 2.2. The fair entropy of a system (X, f ) is the supremum of measuretheoretic entropies of its fair measures,
It may also happen that a system has no fair measures, as in Examples 4.4 and 4.5 below. In this case, we take the supremum over the empty set in Definition 2.2 to be zero.
Next we record two properties of fair measures which were proved in a more restrictive setting in [7] . But the proofs need no modification; the arguments involved are purely measure-theoretic and do not require compactness of X, continuity of f , or finiteness of X .
Lemma 2.3 ([7]).
A measure µ ∈ M(X, f ) is fair if and only if its measure-theoretic Jacobian is x → c(f (x)).
Lemma 2.4 ([7]
). If µ is a fair measure, then so is almost every component of its ergodic decomposition.
The Jacobian of µ ∈ M(X, f ) referred to in Lemma 2.3 is the measurable function J : X → [0, ∞), unique up to changes on sets of µ-measure zero, such that for every Borel set B ⊂ X,
In particular, for the Jacobian to exist, the measure µ must be non-singular, i.e. every measure-zero set must have a measure zero image. Fair measures always fulfill this condition -Lemma 2.1 (b) -and their Jacobians always exist, see [9, Proposition 9.7.2].
Random Backward Trajectories
The motivation for studying fair measures is to understand what happens along a random backward trajectory y 0 ← y 1 ← y 2 ← · · · of a given point y 0 ∈ X, where the backward trajectory is chosen as follows: given y i , we choose y i+1 from f −1 (y i ) by "rolling a dice" with c(y i ) sides. Thus, at each stage of the process, the choice of the next preimage is "fair." We hope that by distributing point masses along longer and longer pieces of this backward trajectory and passing to a weak-* limit we can generate a fair measure. And we hope that we can calculate the entropy of this measure by taking geometric averages of the function c along longer and longer pieces of the orbit.
One way to formalize what we mean by a random backward trajectory of a point y 0 is as follows. Definition 3.1. Let y 0 ∈ X satisfy #f −n (y 0 ) < ∞ for all n ≥ 0. Consider the Markov sequence of random variables Y 0 , Y 1 , . . . with
A property is said to hold for a random choice of the backward trajectory of y 0 if the property holds for almost every outcome (y i ) ∞ i=0 of this Markov chain.
Note that we cannot discuss random backward trajectories of points y 0 for which #f −n (y 0 ) = ∞ for some n ≥ 0. When forced to choose among infinitely many preimages, there is no fair way to do it. In light of Lemma 2.1 (c) this does not bother us too much.
Next, we state clearly the meaning of weak-* convergence, remembering that our space X need not be compact. Let µ n , µ be Borel probability measures on X. We say that µ is the weak-* limit of the measures µ n and write µ n weak− * −−−−→ µ if one (all) of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied (see [3, Proposition 2.7] ):
for every subset B ⊂ X whose boundary has measure µ(∂B) = 0.
Finally, we say that a sequence of points y n ∈ X equidistributes for the measure µ if µ is the weak-* limit of the measures
Just as ergodic invariant measures can be used to understand the behavior of typical forward trajectories of a system, so also ergodic fair measures give us information about typical backward trajectories. This is the meaning of the following theoremit is a straightforward adaptation of [7, Theorem 3.4] .
Theorem 3.2 ([7]
). Let µ be an ergodic fair measure. Then:
(a) For each integrable function ϕ : X → R, for µ-almost every y 0 ∈ X, for a random choice (y n ) of the backward trajectory of y 0 ,
(b) If X is compact, then for µ-almost every y 0 ∈ X, a random choice (y n ) of the backward trajectory of y 0 equidistributes for the measure µ.
(c) For µ-almost every y 0 ∈ X, for a random choice (y n ) of the backward trajectory of y 0 , the geometric averages n c(y 0 ) · c(y 1 ) · . . . · c(y n ) converge as n → ∞ to the (possibly infinite) number exp log c dµ .
(d) If additionally f has a one-sided generator of finite entropy, then the limit in (c) is the exponential of the entropy of µ.
Sketch of proof. (a) Form the natural extension (X,f ,μ) of (X, f, µ). Then apply Birkhoff's ergodic theorem usingf −1 . For more details, see [7, Theorem 3.4] . (b) Let C(X) be the space of continuous real-valued functions on X with the topology of uniform convergence. By compactness of X, C(X) contains a countable dense subset {ϕ i } ∞ i=1 , see [8] . Applying (a) to each ϕ i , we find a full-measure set of points y 0 such that
n=0 ϕ i (y n ) → X ϕ i dµ for a random backward trajectory of y 0 . If we choose y 0 from the intersection of these countably many full-measure sets, then a random backward trajectory will equidistribute for the measure µ.
(c) If ϕ(x) = log(c(x)) is integrable, then apply (a) directly. Otherwise, approximate ϕ from below by truncations ϕ m (x) = min(ϕ(x), m) and apply (a) anyway.
(d) This is Rohlin's entropy formula h µ (f ) = log J dµ for systems with a onesided generator [8, Theorem 2.9.7] , together with the observation that log c • f dµ = log c dµ by the invariance of µ.
Theorem 3.2 gives us only partial information about random backward trajectories. One problem is that we do not know if there are any fair measures to apply it to. Another problem is that the results hold only almost everywhere, which may mean almost nowhere with respect to some other natural measure. The situation is much better, however, for countable state Markov shifts.
Countable State Markov Shifts
Let I be a countable set of indices (states) and M = (m ij ) i,j∈I a 0-1 matrix. Consider the corresponding one-sided Markov shift (Σ M , σ). We assume transitivity of σ, which is the same as irreducibility of M . The number of preimages c(x) of a point x ∈ Σ M depends only on the cylinder of length 1 to which it belongs, and if it is the jth cylinder, then it is equal to
If one of the column sums c j is infinite, then by Lemma 2.1 (c) every fair measure assigns the value zero to the set
. But by transitivity of our Markov shift, this union is the whole space Σ M . We may conclude that there are no fair measures.
Assume from now on that all the column sums c j are finite. One natural way to look for a fair measure is to use stochastic Markov chains. Form a matrix Q with entries
It is a nonnegative matrix with rows summing to 1 and nonzero entries in the same positions as the transpose matrix M T . So we can ask whether the time-reversed Markov shift Σ M T supports a shift-invariant Markov measure with transition probabilities Q. What is needed is a vector π satisfying to serve as the initial distribution. The theory of stochastic Markov chains tells us that there is at most one such vector π, its entries are necessarily strictly positive, and it exists if and only if Q is positive recurrent [4] . In this case, we can use π to construct a stochastic matrix P with entries given by
Summing (4.4) over j we get that πP = π, so that the measure µ = Markov(π, P ) is shift-invariant. µ defines a measure on Σ M because P, M have their nonzero entries in the same positions. To show that µ is fair, it suffices to check equation (1.1) on cylinder sets. Let B = [jj 1 j 2 · · · j n ] be a cylinder set. We are using
The measure of this set is π i p ij p jj 1 · · · p j n−1 jn , which by (4.4) equals q ji π j p jj 1 · · · p j n−1 jn , which by (4.2) equals Proof. Write y 0 = ω 0 ω 1 ω 2 · · · . Let δ ω 0 be the probability vector on the state space I with a 1 in position ω 0 and 0's elsewhere. Consider the measure ν 0 = Markov(δ ω 0 , Q) on the space Σ M T . In the positive recurrent case there is also a stationary probability vector π for Q and the corresponding measure ν = Markov(π, Q) on Σ M T . We want to choose a backward trajectory for y 0 in a fair way. Any point ω 0 ω 1 · · · ∈ Σ M T with ω 0 = ω 0 can be used as a possible history. One way to think of this is that we extend our one-sided sequence y 0 to a two-sided sequence
Then the backward trajectory consists of the points y n = ω n ω n−1 · · · ω 0 ω 1 ω 2 · · · . To make this choice in a fair way, we use the Markov chain (Σ M T , ν 0 ). We define a sequence of random variables Y 0 , Y 1 , . . . on the probability space (Σ M T , ν 0 ) by
It follows immediately that P [Y 0 = y 0 ] = 1 and
In this way we recover the stochastic process Y 0 , Y 1 , . . . from Definition 3.1. All we've done is construct one realization of an underlying probability space for this process. Let us first prove (a). We work with cylinder sets, i.e. sets of the form
The length of this cylinder is m + 1. The reverse of this cylinder is C = [i m · · · i 0 ] ⊂ Σ M T and is nonempty if and only if C is nonempty in Σ M . By applying (4.4) several times we get ν(C) = µ(C). We define the collection E m to contain all unions of length m + 1 cylinder sets, and the reverse of a set B = ∪ α C α ∈ E m is simply B = ∪ α C α . Again, we get ν(B) = µ(B). Moreover, the characteristic function 1 B is clearly integrable over (Σ M T , ν). Applying Birkhoff's ergodic theorem to all these countably many characteristic functions at once, we get that
has full measure ν(W ) = 1. Let W 0 be the intersection of W with the cylinder set
Thus we can choose our random backward trajectory by choosing ω ∈ W 0 and setting y n = Y n (ω ), n = 1, 2, . . .. We need to show that this backward trajectory equidistributes for µ. Let E be any open subset of Σ M . For each m ≥ 0 let E m be the maximal element of E m contained in E. Clearly E 0 ⊂ E 1 ⊂ · · · and since cylinder sets form a basis for the topology we have E = ∪ m E m . Therefore µ(E) = lim µ(E m ). For n ≥ m we see by (4.5) that y n ∈ E m if and only if σ n−m (ω ) ∈ E m . Then we can calculate
Since this holds for arbitrary m, we get that the limes inferior is at least µ(E). Since E was an arbitrary open set, this shows that Proof. Suppose first that Q is positive recurrent so that the fair measure
exists. We wish to show that µ is the only fair measure. By Lemma 2.4, it suffices to show that each ergodic fair measure µ is equal to µ.
be a cylinder set. By Theorem 3.2 (a) applied to 1 C we can find a point y 0 from the µ -full measure set whose almost every backward trajectory visits C with limiting frequency µ (C). But by Theorem 4.1 (a), the random backward trajectory (y n ) of y 0 equidistributes for µ. Since the cylinder set C is both closed and open, we get µ(∂C) = µ(∅) = 0. So equidistribution tells us that (y n ) visits C with limiting frequency µ(C). In this way we get equality µ(C) = µ (C) for all cylinder sets, from which it follows that µ = µ.
Next we show the ergodicity of µ. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.4 and the fact that µ is the only fair measure. Alternatively, ergodicity follows because µ is a Markov measure whose transition matrix P is positive recurrent.
Next, we consider what happens when Q is null recurrent or transient. We wish to show that there are no fair measures. By Lemma 2.4, it suffices to show that there are no ergodic fair measures. Suppose to the contrary that µ is an ergodic fair measure. There must be some cylinder set 
where all three expressions may be infinite. If additionally
Proof. Theorem 3.2 (c) applied to the measure µ gives (4.6) for µ-almost every y 0 . In particular, in each cylinder set [i] we get the result for at least one point y 0 . Now let y 0 be any other point in the same cylinder [i]. There is a natural way to identify backward trajectories of y 0 and y 0 . In the language of the probability model (Σ M T , ν 0 ) developed earlier, we identify (y n ) with (y n ) if they both arise from the same point ω ∈ W 0 . But then c(y n ) = c(y n ) for all n. This shows that (4.6) holds not just almost everywhere, but in fact for every y 0 ∈ Σ M . The partition by length 1 cylinder sets X = {[i]; i ∈ I} is a one-sided generating partition and the condition − π i log(π i ) < ∞ just says that the (Shannon) entropy H µ (η) of this partition is finite. Then by Theorem 3.2 (d) we get the first equality in (4.7). The sum in (4.7) is just the well-known formula for the entropy of a Markov measure. This is also the fair entropy, since µ is the unique fair measure. Finally, since η is a finite-entropy generating partition, the (Kolmogorov-Sinai) entropy h µ (σ) is less than or equal to H µ (X ) and is therefore finite, see [9, Equation (9.1.15) and Corollary 9.2.5].
We now show some examples on known shift spaces. Later we will associate them with interval maps too. 
We calculate the transition matrix M in the standard way and by (4.2) we get the corresponding stochastic matrix Q.
We already know from probability theory (see [4] ) that Q is null recurrent, so by Corollary 4.2 there is no fair measure in this case. Nevertheless 
The matrices M and Q can be found the same way as before. . Therefore Q is positive recurrent and there is a unique fair measure. We can also calculate P using (4.4):
And so the measure Markov(π, P ) is the fair measure. Finally, we may calculate the fair entropy as the entropy of the measure Markov(π, P ) on the shift space, using the well-known formula for the entropy of a Markov measure,
This is the same as the Gurevich entropy of (Σ M , σ), and so the fair measure is the maximal measure.
Isomorphisms for Fair Measures
We would like to extend our results from shift spaces to various maps on the interval, dendrites, etc. through the use of Markov partitions. But before we can proceed, we need to develop a notion of isomorphism. Our notion is inspired by the isomorphisms modulo small sets in [5] . For a system (X, f ), a set B ⊂ X is called totally invariant if f −1 (B) = B.
Definition 5.1. Two systems (X 1 , f 1 ), (X 2 , f 2 ) are called isomorphic modulo countable invariant sets if there exist totally invariant countable sets N 1 ⊂ X 1 , N 2 ⊂ X 2 and a bijection ψ :
From the point of view of fair measures, deleting countable totally invariant sets is rather harmless. For the points that remain, the tree of preimages is unchanged, so that the meaning of a random backward orbit is the same as before. And countable sets have measure zero for every non-atomic measure. Letting M n.a. (·, ·) denote the set of non-atomic invariant Borel probability measures for a system, we get bijections
given by restriction µ → µ| X i \N i , as well as a bijection We remark that in general, fairness of a measure is not an invariant of measure theoretic conjugacy. This is because adding or deleting a set of measure zero can change the function c • f almost everywhere, cf. Lemma 2.3. Figure 1 illustrates how this might happen. Fair measures with atoms are not addressed in Theorem 5.2, but are rather simple to understand. If (X, f ) has a totally invariant periodic orbit, then we can equidistribute point masses along this orbit and we obtain a purely atomic ergodic fair measure. Conversely, we observe that Proposition 5.3. All the atoms of a fair measure belong to totally invariant periodic orbits.
Proof. As a general fact regarding invariant probability measures, atoms can only occur in periodic orbits and with each point of a periodic orbit P having the same mass m. If P is not totally invariant, then at least one point x ∈ P has c(x) ≥ 2. Then the preimage of x in P has mass under a fair measure equal to both m and m c (x) , which implies that m = 0.
Countably Markov and mixing Interval Maps
Throughout this section our space is the unit interval X = [0, 1], our map f is allowed to have countably many pieces of continuity and monotonicity, and our partition X is Markov. That means that
• X consists of open intervals (a, b) and singletons {x}. We write
for the sets of partition intervals and partition points.
• For each i ∈ I, the restriction f | i is continuous and strictly monotone.
• For each pair i, j ∈ I, either f (i) ⊃ j or else f (i) ∩ j = ∅.
• The partition points form a forward invariant set f (C) ⊂ C. We assume additionally that f is mixing, i.e. for each pair U, V of nonempty open sets there is N ≥ 0 such that for all n ≥ N , f n (U ) ∩ V = ∅. If all these assumptions are satisfied, then we call f countably Markov and mixing.
A homterval for an interval map f is a nonempty open interval U ⊂ [0, 1] such that for all n ≥ 0, f maps f n (U ) homeomorphically onto f n+1 (U ).
Lemma 6.1. A countably Markov and mixing interval map has no homtervals.
Proof. A mixing interval map has at least one critical point x ∈ (0, 1), such that f is not monotone on any neighborhood of x . Let U be any nonempty open interval. By the mixing property applied to U , V = [0, x), and V = (x, 1], there is a common value n such that f n (U ) meets both V and V . If U were a homterval, then by the intermediate value theorem f n (U ) would be a neighborhood of x, but then f could not map f n (U ) homeomorphically onto f n+1 (U ).
To a countably Markov and mixing interval map f we associate a transition matrix M with rows and columns indexed by I and entries
Using the mixing property of f it is easy to see that M is irreducible. Thus we may form the shift space Σ M and look for fair measures as in Section 4. All of our results about Markov interval maps flow out of the following isomorphism theorem. Before beginning the proof we record one more or less standard lemma. 
is a nonempty open interval mapped homeomorphically by f n onto i n .
is another nonempty cylinder set, then the corresponding set U is disjoint from U .
Proof. (a): By induction in the length of the cylinder. The base case n = 0 is clear.
and mapped homeomorphically by f n−1 onto i n . But f (i 0 ) ⊃ i 1 and f | i 0 is continuous and strictly monotone. We get that
is a nonempty open interval mapped by f homeomorphically onto V , and the result follows.
(b): If i j = i j , then the sets f j (U ) ⊂ i j and f j (U ) ⊂ i j are disjoint. Therefore U, U are disjoint.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Elements of Σ M are called itineraries. Given an itinerary ω
We have a nested sequence of open intervals U 0 (ω) ⊃ U 1 (ω) ⊃ · · · as well as a nested sequence of closed intervals U 0 (ω) ⊃ U 1 (ω) ⊃ · · · . Taking the intersection, we obtain a non-empty closed interval ∞ n=0 U n (ω). This interval must be degenerate (a singleton), for otherwise its interior is a homterval for f . In this way we get a map
We say that ω is an itinerary of the point x = ψ(ω). If in (6.2) the closures are not needed so that x ∈ ∞ n=0 U n (ω), then we call ω a true itinerary; otherwise we call ω a false itinerary.
True itineraries behave well. If ω = i 0 i 1 · · · is a true itinerary of the point x, then f n (x) ∈ i n for all n ≥ 0. In particular, x does not belong to the set of pre-critical
Even better, if ω is a true itinerary for x, we see immediately that σ(ω) is a true itinerary for f (x). Thus, we get the conjugacy relation ψ(σ(ω)) = f (ψ(ω)) for all true itineraries ω. Conversely, suppose ω = i 0 i 1 · · · is an itinerary whose shift σ(ω) is true. Write y = ψ(σ(ω)). Since i 0 ∩ f −1 (i 1 ) is mapped homeomorphically by f onto i 1 , we find a point x ∈ i 0 ∩ f −1 (y). Since y was not a pre-partition point, neither is x, and we see immediately from (6.3) that ω is a true itinerary for x. We have shown that an itinerary ω is true if and only if σ(ω) is true.
False itineraries behave much worse. If ω = i 0 i 1 · · · is a false itinerary of the point x, then there is a minimal number n ≥ 0 such that x / ∈ U n (ω), called the order of the false itinerary. Recall that U n (ω) is an open interval contained in i 0 and mapped homeomorphically by f n onto i n . Since x ∈ U n (ω) and f | i 0 is continuous and x ∈ i 0 (assuming n ≥ 1), we get f n (x) ∈ i n . Therefore f n (x) is an endpoint of i n (this holds also in the case n = 0). In particular, f n (x) ∈ C, so x ∈ D. Thus, false itineraries are only associated with pre-partition points. The conjugacy relation may not hold: if ω is a false itinerary for x of order 0, then σ(ω) is still a false itinerary but perhaps not for f (x). This is because we have no control over the value f (x) when x ∈ C is not a continuity point for f .
A pre-partition point x ∈ D may have zero, one, or two false itineraries, but not more. For let n ≥ 0 be minimal such that f n (x) ∈ C. We have already seen that each false itinerary ω = i 0 i 1 · · · for x has order n. Thus x ∈ U n−1 (ω) and x is an endpoint of U n (ω). Because of the nesting U n (ω) ⊃ U n+1 (ω) ⊃ · · · , we see that x is an endpoint of U j (ω) for all j ≥ n. By Lemma 6.3 (b), the condition x ∈ U n−1 (ω) uniquely determines the symbols i 0 , · · · , i n−1 . There are at most two choices for i n , namely, the at most two partition intervals with common endpoint f n (x). Now let ω = i 0 i 1 · · · be another false itinerary. We claim that if i 0 · · · i n = i 0 · · · i n , then ω = ω . This follows inductively, for if i 0 · · · i j = i 0 · · · i j with j ≥ n but i j+1 = i j+1 , then U j+1 (ω) and U j+1 (ω ) are disjoint subintervals of U j (ω) = U j (ω ), and all three of these intervals have x as an endpoint, which is impossible.
Let N ⊂ Σ M denote the set of false itineraries. We have shown so far that N = ψ −1 (D) and that ϕ, ψ, f, σ are related by the following commutative diagram:
We still need to show that (i) N and D are countable and totally invariant, and (ii) ψ : Σ M \ N → [0, 1] \ D and its inverse ϕ are both measurable with respect to the Borel σ-algebras. We start with (i). Since f is at most countable-to-one and C is countable, it follows that
and ψ is at most two-to-one, it follows that N is countable. We already showed that an itinerary ω is true if and only if σ(ω) is true. Thus, the set of false itineraries N is also totally invariant.
To prove (ii), it suffices to show continuity of the maps ψ :
To see that ψ is continuous at a given point ω = i 0 i 1 · · · , let ε > 0 be given. Since the nested intersection in (6.2) contains only the one point x = ψ(ω), it follows that there is n ≥ 0 such that U n (ω) is contained in the ε-neighborhood of x. But the cylinder set
To see that ϕ is continuous consider any nonempty cylinder set
. We have shown that each cylinder set has an open preimage under ϕ, and since cylinder sets form a basis for the topology on Σ M , we are done. Now we explore the consequences of our isomorphism theorem for our interval map. Since C is closed and countable, so is its set of accumulation points Acc(C). Now if E ⊂ [0, 1] is bounded away from this set, i.e. E ∩ Acc(C) = ∅, then E is contained in a finite union of partition intervals i 1 ∪ · · · ∪ i n . Then y n cannot visit E unless ϕ(y n ) is in the corresponding union of cylinders
. This gives us the frequency of visits to E in part (b). It also gives us the convergence of y n to Acc(C) in part (c), where convergence means that the distance between y n and the nearest point of Acc C goes to zero.
7. Lebesgue fair models.
Definition 7.1. An interval map is called
The main result of this section is a construction of the Lebesgue fair models for countably Markov and mixing interval maps. In a sense, it allows us to visualize the fair measures which we found. We start with two easy lemmas. , 1], g, λ) is a measure theoretic isomorphism everywhere, i.e., without the removal of measure zero sets. Therefore λ is fair for g (see Section 5).
Conversely, let g be a Lebesgue fair model for f with conjugating homeomorphism ϕ. Then µ ϕ = λ • ϕ is a Borel probability measure and ϕ :
is a measure theoretic isomorphism everywhere. It follows that µ ϕ is a non-atomic fully supported fair measure for f .
Since the operations µ → ϕ µ and ϕ → µ ϕ are clearly inverse to each other, we've found the desired bijective correspondence. A homeomorphism g : (a, b) → (c, d) is uniquely determined by its orientation (increasing or decreasing) and the Jacobian for Lebesgue measure, provided that Lebesgue measure is non-singular for g.
Lemma 7.3.

Proof.
Assume g is an increasing homeomorphism. Given x ∈ (a, b), put B = (a, x) so that g(B) = (c, g(x)). By (2.1) we get g(x) = c + B J dλ, where J is the Jacobian and λ is the Lebesgue measure. Here is a construction for the graph of g. On the horizontal axis we draw the sets
where ϕ = ϕ µ is the conjugacy given by Lemma 7.2 using the unique non-atomic fair measure µ for f . Thankfully, there is no need to calculate ϕ explicitly; it suffices to calculate π and P from (4.3) and (4.4). We know that ϕ(i ∩ f −1 (j)) is an open interval if i, j ∈ I and a singleton otherwise. We also know that these sets form a partition. And we know exactly where to draw these sets in [0, 1] because we know their ordering (ϕ preserves ordering) and their lengths (denoted len)
On the vertical axis we draw the partition sets ϕ(j), j ∈ X . We get open intervals when j ∈ I and singletons otherwise. Again, we know exactly where to draw these sets because we know their ordering and their lengths
Now we fill in the graph of g. If ϕ(i ∩ f −1 (j)) is a singleton, then g maps this point to the single element of ϕ(j). If ϕ(i ∩ f −1 (j)) is an interval, then g carries this interval homeomorphically onto ϕ(j). The Jacobian here for the fair (non-singular) Lebesgue measure is the constant c j = #f −1 (x), x ∈ j. So by Lemma 7.3, this piece of g is affine with slope ±c j , with the plus or minus determined by the orientation of f | i . Notice that this slope agrees with the lengths of these intervals, because
We may summarize our construction as a theorem.
Theorem 7.4. Let f be a countably Markov and mixing interval map whose associated Markov shift Σ M has a fair measure Markov(π, P ). Then the unique Lebesgue fair model for f is the piecewise affine map g defined as follows: For each pair i, j ∈ X with i ∩ f −1 (j) = ∅, if i, j ∈ I, then g maps (x, x ) affinely onto (y, y ) with the same orientation as f | i , and if j = {c} is a singleton, then g maps x to y, where
W j = {l ∈ I; l lies to the left of j} .
In this way, we have constructed the Lebesgue fair model g for f using only combinatorial information. Incidentally, this shows that there is quite a lot of flexibility in the definition of the function f -as long as we keep the right Markov structure and the mixing property, we automatically get a topological conjugacy to the same Lebesgue fair model g.
Example 7.5. Applying the results of section 6, especially Theorem 6.4, we can associate interval maps with shift spaces. The next example is just one of a pile of transitive mappings which are a lot like a random walk. We choose one which has all partition intervals the same length. One partition interval will cover itself and another 4 partition intervals when the map there is increasing or another 2 intervals when it decreases. Here are an exact formula for f (x), a picture, and also the corresponding matrices M and Q with the main diagonals shown in bold:
where n ∈ Z and I k = k, k + 1 . 
The map f has no totally invariant periodic orbits, so if there are any fair measures, they must be non-atomic (see Proposiiton 5.3). It is not so hard to check that π = (· · · 3 5 3 5 3 · · · ), where π 2i = 5, π 2i+1 = 3, satisfies the formula πQ = π. But even if we rescale π, i∈Z π i = ∞. Therefore, our π cannot satisfy formula (4.3) and by [4, Section XV.11] there is no summable solution, and so the stochastic matrix is not positive recurrent and there is no fair measure for f .
Example 7.6. Bruin and Todd studied the thermodynamic formalism for a countably piecewise linear interval map f λ : [0, 1] → [0, 1], as defined in (7.1) below. To be complete, at the partition points C = {0, 1, λ, λ 2 , . . .} we make f λ continuous from the left, and we put f λ (0) = 0. All choices of the parameter λ ∈ (0, 1) give a map from the same topological conjugacy class. There is no measure of maximal entropy, and the topological entropy (supremum of entropies of invariant probability measures) is equal to log 4, see [2] .
where i n = (λ n , λ n−1 )
We want to calculate the non-atomic fair measures for this map. Therefore we write down the transition matrix M and the corresponding stochastic matrix Q, · · · satisfies (4.3). Therefore Q is positive recurrent and our interval map f λ has a unique non-atomic fair measure. We may calculate P using (4.4) and the Lebesgue fair model g using Theorem 7.4. Finally, we may use Corollary 4.3 to calculate the fair entropy as the entropy of the measure Markov(π, P ) on the shift space Σ M , h fair (f ) = − ij π i p ij log p ij ≈ log(2.85053).
Maps on Tame Graphs
In this section we move beyond the interval and look for fair measures for graph maps. Our main theorem is for tame graphs, a generalization of finite graphs introduced in [1] . We start by recalling the definition.
A continuum is a nonempty, compact, connected metric space. By E(G) we denote the endpoints of the continuum G, i.e. the points x ∈ G having arbitrarily small neighborhoods V with one-point boundaries #∂V = 1. Similarly, by B(G) we denote the branching points, i.e. the points x ∈ G such that any sufficiently small neighborhood V of x has at least three points in its boundary #∂V ≥ 3. A continuum G is called a tame graph if the set E(G) ∪ B(G) has a countable closure.
An arc α in a continuum G is called a free arc if the set α
A tame partition for G is a countable family P of free arcs with pairwise disjoint interiors covering G up to a countable set of points. In [1] it was shown that a continuum G is a tame graph if and only if it admits a tame partition, which happens if and only if all but countably many points of G have a neighborhood in G which is a finite graph. It was also shown that every tame graph is locally connected (and thus a Peano continuum).
Let g : G → G be a continuous map on a tame graph. Suppose that there is a tame partition P such that
• For every i ∈ P the restriction g| i : i → g(i) is a homeomorphism, and
Then we will call P a countable Markov partition for g. As a reminder, g is called mixing if for each pair of nonempty open sets U, V ⊂ G there is N ≥ 0 such that for all n ≥ N , g n (U ) ∩ V = ∅. Our main idea for studying tame graph maps is to cut up the graph into arcs and glue those arcs back together to get an interval. The resulting interval map will be discontinuous, but for our purposes it does not matter much. • ψ i∈P i
• has a countable complement in [0, 1], • For each i ∈ P, ψ maps i
• homeomorphically onto its image,
if this composition of maps is defined at x, and otherwise f (x) ∈ ψ i∈P i
• .
Then the system ([0, 1], f ) will be called a cut-and-paste model for (G, g).
Lemma 8.2. If G is a tame graph and g : G → G is a continuous mixing map with a countable Markov partition, then there exists a cut-and-paste model for (G, g).
Proof. Let P denote the countable Markov partition. It may be finite or countably infinite; we give the proof for the countably infinite case. Choose an enumeration i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , . . . of the partition arcs. Define ψ on i
• n to be any homeomorphism of i
is not in the interior of any partition arc,
Then ([0, 1], f ) is a cut-and-paste model for (G, g).
is a cut-and-paste model for (G, g), then they are isomorphic modulo countable invariant sets.
Proof. Let P, ψ be as in Definition 8.
. Now C 1 is countable by the definition of a tame partition and is forward-invariant under g by [1, Lemma 2.5(v)]. Since g is an at most countable-to-one map, N 1 is countable and totally invariant. Similarly, let U 2 denote the open set i∈P ψ(i
. Applying Definition 8.1, we see that f is also at most countable-to-one, and that N 2 is also countable and totally invariant.
Consider the restricted map ψ : G \ N 1 → [0, 1] \ N 2 . We wish to show that ψ is well-defined, bijective, and bimeasurable. Then the identity ψ • g = f • ψ clearly follows, so that ψ is the desired isomorphism.
(Well-defined): Let x ∈ G\N 1 . We must show that ψ(x) ∈ N 2 . We have g n (x) ∈ U 1 for all n ≥ 0. It follows inductively that f n (ψ(x)) = ψ(g n (x)) ∈ U 2 for all n ≥ 0. (Bijective): Injectivity is free from Definition 8.1. To prove surjectivity, choose y ∈ [0, 1] \ N 2 . Then f n (y) ∈ U 2 for each n ≥ 0, so that ψ −1 is defined at each point along the forward orbit of y. It follows inductively that f n (y) = ψ • g n • ψ −1 (y) for all n ≥ 0. Therefore g n (ψ −1 (y)) ∈ U 1 for all n ≥ 0, that is, ψ −1 (y) ∈ G \ N 1 . (Bimeasurable): In fact, we show that both ψ, ψ −1 are continuous at every point where they are defined. For if y = ψ(x), then there is i ∈ P with x ∈ i
• . Then i
• is an open neighbourhood of x in G, ψ(i • ) is an open neighbourhood of y in [0, 1], and ψ gives a homeomorphism between these two neighbourhoods.
Given a tame graph G and a continuous, mixing map g : G → G with a countable Markov partition P, we may define the transition matrix M = M (g, P) = (m ij ) i,j∈P by the rule
Theorem 8.4. Let G be a tame graph, g : G → G a continuous mixing map with countable Markov partition P, and let M be the associated transition matrix. Then (G, g) is isomorphic modulo countable invariant sets to the shift space (Σ M , σ).
Proof. Consider the cut-and-paste model ([0, 1], f ) and the map ψ constructed in Lemma 8.2. Then f is a countably Markov and mixing interval map (in the sense of Section 6) with respect to the partition intervals I = {ψ(i • ∩ g −1 (j • )); i, j ∈ P}. The transition matrix for f is the same as the transition matrix for g with respect to the refined tame partition P ∨ g −1 (P) = {i ∩ g −1 (j); i, j ∈ P}, which is again a countable Markov partition for g [1, Lemma 2.5]. Combining Theorems 6.2 and 8.3 we see that (G, g) is isomorphic modulo countable invariant sets with (Σ M (g,P∨g −1 (P)) , σ). But this system is in turn topologically conjugate to (Σ M , σ), being nothing more than its higher block presentation with blocks of length 2 (see [ 2n to the origin and x i 2n+1 to the tip of blade A max(1,i−1)+n for all n, and is piecewise affine between these partition points. In the left part of the figure, the label next to a pair of partition arcs indicates which blade those arcs will be mapped onto; in the right part of the figure, the labels name the blades. Continuity of g is clear. The topological mixing property is not clear, but can be ensured by an appropriate choice of the lengths of the blades and of the subarcs into which they are partitioned -we omit the calculations. It is also fairly easy to show that g has no totally invariant periodic orbits, and thus no atomic fair measures. A dendrite map on the star dendrite G. Figure 3 . A cut-and-paste model for (G, g).
A cut-and-paste model ([0, 1], f ) for (G, g) is shown in Figure 3 -the labels show how the blades of G have been placed within the interval [0, 1]. Notice that the dendrite map and the interval map have the same symbolic dynamics. Moreover, the interval map f is Lebesgue fair -it is the same as the Lebesgue fair model from Example 7.6, but with each affine piece of the graph replaced by two pieces with twice the slope. We conclude that (G, g) has a unique fair measure. Moreover, we may calculate the fair entropy via the Rohlin formula as 1 0 log |f (x)|dx ≈ log(2.85053) + log(2) -this just adds log(2) to the fair entropy from Example 7.6, which makes sense heuristically, since each point has twice as many preimages.
